
machines in its active catalog…“active” meaning
that if you want a new one, you can order and get it.

The partners who launched that first production
model of this “under-the-dome” ice hockey table,
Ralph Coppola and Jack Willert, called their com-
pany Innovative Concepts in Entertainment, hence
the acronym ICE. In fact, they and many others in
the business simply call the organization “ice” (as in
the Chexx  theme of “ice hockey” itself) while oth-
ers like to spell out the initials as in “eye, see, eee”.
Few people in or out of the industry say the whole,
formal name.

ICE sold over 5,000 Chexx tables in the
machine’s first year, 7,000 in the first 18 months,
and promptly paid off some outside investors. This
was quite a feat if you bear in mind that the amuse-
ment business in 1983 was still very much video-
dominated, though it didn’t yet know that the roller
coaster known as the “video boom” was ending.

So, the timing was on ICE’s side. Some welcomed
this more “basic” sports novelty while others won-
dered if the sliding video game market was only a
hiccup or was here to stay. The slide, it turned out,
was no hiccup.

But the tom toms began to beat out a message
that this coin-op version of the old table-top kid
game made money, the most important “ingredient”
in any machine.

At the time, this “Buffalo” company actually
built and sold its games from a shop located at 590
Young St. in the nearby township of Tonawanda
(ICE was incorporated the previous October). The
place was not far from American Wurlitzer’s fabled
jukebox factory in North Tonawanda. 

This hockey game, by the way, is still on the pro-
duction line today in its Super Chexx form.
Counting all the improvements done on the basic
game, (e.g. Chexx 2 and Ultra Chexx), ICE has

L ike a celebrated person whose exact birth
date and time of arrival gets recorded in
history books, the very first Chexx hock-

ey table shipped out the door of ICE’s suburban
Buffalo plant at 11:45PM on Feb. 3, 1983. This sin-
gle event not only marked the entrance of a non-
video sports game into a video-oriented business,
but the beginnings of a brand new coin-op game
factory that would stick around rather than simply
dip its toe in the water and run like so many others
in those times.

Over these past 20 years, ICE would grow and go
on to make and market one of the most important
and diverse product lines in the history of the coin
amusement business. From a machine roster that
counted this one, single game in early 1983, the
company today has nearly four dozen different

of all ages with the broadest line in the industry today

ICE President & Co-Founder Ralph Coppola with Super Chexx.



moved close on to 20,000 ice hockey
tables in all. It even made its way into the
home sports retail market with a non-coin
version.

ORIGINAL TEAM
Ralph Coppola (who would be com-

pany president) had degrees in both
accounting and law when he joined up
with a health care facility administrator
named Jack Willert to form ICE. Along
with their first R&D chief John Callahan
(still with the firm), they not only
“tweaked together” a product but in
rather speedy fashion, set up a
fully-staffed factory and a
marketing network served
by their very first
sales manager
Steve Bernstein.
Not associated with
the company for
many years now,
Bernstein, along with Coppola,
were the two most visible ICE people
at national and regional trade shows
during their 1980s “Chexx period.”
Willert (as executive VP) preferred to
be the inside guy whose hands-on
approach to building

machines came to be much appreciated by
those who put their games out before the
playing public, especially before any
roughneck bar crowd.

ICE continued their R&D efforts to
come up with another game with mixed
success (the 1985 Kixx soccer version of
the basic hockey play-action was one of
their better efforts during these times,
while 1989’s Turbo Drive didn’t light
much of a fire). Then in 1990, the next big
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Ralph, Joe,

Greg & staff!

Not long after the attack on the World Trade Center, ICE executives and employees gathered out-
side their Clarence, N.Y. headquarters for a patriotic photo. After four separate additions to the
original building, the sprawling facility now offers 165,000 sq. ft. for administration, designing,
building and shipping of ICE’s wide line of games. A portion of the place, however, is occupied by
former ICE co-owner Jack Willert’s new Dimar metal-fabricating operation.

ICE’s second game, the
soccer "cousin" of Chexx
called Kixx, came out
early in 1985. The compa-
ny sold a license to Inor of
Spain to build it for Europe.



chapter in ICE’s history began to unfold
when they bought a license (their first) to
build and market Sam Kim’s unique
Putting Challenge golf game for the coin
machine business.

THANKS, SAM!
“Chexx, Kixx and their derivatives

kept us profitable in the beginning,”

Coppola observed recently, looking back
to the early years. “That showed you can
run a good business in this industry with-
out going through the hit or miss syn-
drome that described the video game
business then. This still holds true…a
company can do very well making nice
games on a measured, consistent basis.
But I gotta tell you, making and selling
Putting Challenge was memorable. It

was a huge thing to build, huge to ship
and is still the oddest item we’ve ever
dealt with.”

The game, as veterans remember,
would change the contour of the “golf
green” before each shot. Its ingenious ris-
ing and falling floor caught the fancy of
quite a few arcade operators and ICE
eventually sold around 3,400 of the big
machines, which they built at their
newly-opened 22,000-sq.-ft. factory on
Kensington Ave. in Buffalo proper.

“Before Sam came to us with Putting
Challenge, we’d kind of hit a wall,”
Coppola recalls today. “Basketball games
had been coming out and doing well but
we hadn’t begun building these at the
time. Thankfully, our putting game really
got a lot of attention. Some made collec-
tions like the big hit videos used to. It
was the best thing that came along for
coin-op in a while and certainly the best
thing for ICE since Chexx,” he added.

Putting Challenge could host up to
four players (taking turns). You could get
it  with a bill acceptor and knock down
$18.00 an hour when it was played con-
tinuously. Sam Kim himself sold the
attraction to the home market via his G.L.
Technology during and after ICE served
the coin machine business. 

Close on to Putting Challenge, ICE
bought its next game license, this from
the famous toy makers Hasbro/Milton
Bradley. Called Hungry, Hungry Hippos,

the big ICE coin-op version of the popu-
lar kiddie game tested the manufacturing
abilities of Jack Willert and his factory
crew because it required a whole, new
cabinet design along with myriad elec-
tronic and mechanical features to make
this cute, ball toss-style game perform.

It featured large plastic hippos on a
circular playfield that gobbled up balls

ICE moved from Tonawanda, N.Y. into this 22,000-sq.-ft. facility on Kensington Ave. in 1990. It
was the only place this "Buffalo company" actually had in Buffalo proper. Today’s plant is out in
the suburb of Clarence and is over six times larger!



ejected by the kids into the air. The action
was captured under a dome, similar to
Chexx. It had a musical track. It had play-
er recognition (over 10 million home ver-
sions had been sold when ICE brought
out their big coin-op model). And it dis-
pensed redemption tickets…a feature that
would define many ICE games yet to
come

Hippos made its debut at the 1991
AMOA expo. It performed reasonably
well, selling 300 one year, 400 the next;
it’s probably done over 1,000 during its
lifetime on the market (many can still be
seen on location today). It was the first
ICE game developed for the 3-10-year-
old kiddie market but not the last. 

Coppola credits his partner and co-
owner Jack Willert back then for the
appearance, durability and playability of
Hippos. He also saluted their original
R&D chief John Callahan for building
the original machines out and capturing
the interest of the distributors and opera-
tors at that 1991 show. 

“Hungry, Hungry Hippos was a land-
mark event for ICE,” Coppola has stated,
showing the importance of the piece to
them back then.

THE MOVING HOOP
ICE was a tad late to arrive with a bas-

ketball cage, but when they did come out
with one in December of 1992…the Full
Court Frenzy…it was an eye-opener. The
game had a feature that wowed players,
even the jaded ones who’d tired of  hoop

shooting. The reason was because ICE’s
hoop rotated and also moved forward and
back. It featured a 19” monitor which
kept score, showed you which games it
offered and other features. Like the golf
game, it was licensed from Sam Kim.

“At the time we introduced Frenzy,

CCCCoooonnnnggggrrrraaaattttuuuullllaaaatttt iiiioooonnnnssss
ttttoooo    

OOOOnnnn    yyyyoooouuuurrrr     ffff iiii rrrrsssstttt     22220000    yyyyeeeeaaaarrrrssss !!!!
BBBBeeeessss tttt     wwwwiiii sssshhhheeeessss     ffff rrrroooommmm    yyyyoooouuuurrrr     ffff rrrr iiiieeeennnnddddssss     aaaatttt

Putting Challenge on the line at the Kensington Ave. plant. The game gave a nice shot in the arm
to ICE’s fortunes. It was the largest machine they (or most anyone else, for that matter) ever built. 



many people in the industry
told us that the basketball
business was already history,”
Coppola remembers. “But we
ended up rejuvenating the
basketball business big time. I
think we proved that any sec-
tor of the business can be
brought to life if the game is
different enough. We’ve sold
thousands of basketball games
over the years,” he added.

In 1993, the company
updated its basketball line
with Full Court Frenzy II. It
continued to offer the moving
hoop but they’d taken out the
monitor and lowered the
price. Speaking of lowering,
they also released its Half Pint
Frenzy version for the
younger crowd the very same
year.

IN THE OFFICE
Ralph Coppola has never

officially used his legal skills
nor has he ever
joined the New
York State Bar.
“Coin-op is what I
do,” he’s said
when the sub-
ject’s come up.
His accounting
and administrative
skills were and
are another mat-
ter. 

As the compa-
ny grew its line,
its personnel ros-
ter, its dealer net-
work, the geo-
graphical scope of
its market, and the
size of its manu-
facturing capabili-
ty,  Coppola dis-
covered that he and
Willert, along with R&D vet-
eran John Callahan, had built
a serious game company. 

They worked long hours,
Coppola also made long trips
to such offshore markets as
Germany (Bally Wulff), Japan
(Kasco) and Spain (Inor),
their distributors in those

days. (Inor, by the way, had
bought a license from ICE
during the ’80s to build the
Kixx soccer game and inject-
ed, Coppola admits today,
some “much-needed revenue”
into his company at the time.)

As the ’90s went along,
foreign sales had become
more and more important to
ICE. In fact, Coppola recalls
that nearly half of all product
sales made in the last quarter
of 1994 came from offshore
customers. 

“We worked very hard to
add distributors, customers
and countries to our foreign
list back then,” he says.
“That’s tightened up a good
bit today, especially in the Far
East,” he advised.

That  August back in 1994
saw the company’s first and
as-yet only flirtation with a
pinball when they released the
licensed Flintstones kiddie-

sized flipper game. This really
beautiful little piece was
rather quickly overtaken,
however, by ICE’s all-time
winner. . .an addictive coin
grabber called at the time “the
hottest thing to come out of
frigid Buffalo since the belly
stove in Red Buttons’ winter
home.”

IMPRESSIVE!
We salute your achievement

and applaud your dedication
to the coin-op games business.

from the folks at

c.a. robinson & co.
Los Angeles
323/735-3001

S. San Francisco
650/871-4280

www.carobinson.com

During the late ’80s, Ralph Coppola brought his
Chexx and Kixx games to many regional, national
and even international trade shows. ICE was
basically a two-game company until it licensed
Putting Challenge in 1990 from Sam Kim’s G.L.
Technology.



A CYCLONE
HITS COINBIZ

There have been a
number of “plug and lug
(the money)” games in
the course of coin-op’s
long history. Ms. Pac-
Man and Addams Family
come to mind. So does
Cyclone, ICE’s biggest hit
ever, whose consistent
earnings for operators in the
field put it right at the top of
RePlay’s Quick Coin chart
first time out and, coinciden-
tally, shows it on this issue’s
chart for the 100th time!

This killer of a coin
machine came out in January
of 1995 and like many of
ICE’s better games, is still on
the production line. What
could very well be the greatest
ticket redemption machine of
all time is based on a capsule
game created in Japan. Cop-
pola bought a license from the
developer and after some very
serious restructuring, the “cap-
sule” game became their
famous 3-station reaction
tester.

Like so many “evergreen”
games, the concept is simple.
Players drop their token or
coin into a slot on the door and
then try to trap a traveling light
between arches by slapping
the button at just the right
moment. But you gotta be
quick; the light travels in a cir-
cle around the entire playfield
at an incredible 1.6 seconds or
so. Magic enters the picture
when two or more players
compete for the game’s jack-
pot at the same time. When
successful, watch the tickets
fly!

“Believe it or not, sales
started out slowly. But when
they started picking up, they
really picked up, as word of
the game’s earnings got
around,” Coppola stated
recently. “We ended that year
selling close to 3,000
Cyclones. By now, we’ve
pretty much doubled that

num-
ber,” he revealed. The compa-
ny followed with the single-
player Cyclone, Jr., utilizing a
smaller footprint than the
original.

INTO NEW H.Q. 
IN THE BURBS

Cyclone started its produc-
tion run at their old Kensing-
ton Avenue plant and moved
in January of 1996, along with
everything else, to their pre-
sent facility on Main. Street in
the Buffalo suburb of
Clarence.  Owned jointly by
Coppola and Willert, these
new company headquarters
originally offered 85,000 sq.
ft. of space, but after the com-
pletion of four separate addi-
tions, they now have an enor-
mous 165,000 sq. ft. to
design, build and market coin-
op equipment. “In terms of
sales, we’ve grown every year
for the last ten, so I’m very
glad we moved to this place,”
Coppola declared.

The additional space
afforded them entrance into
the alley roller part of the
business, which they did in
1996 with ICE Ball. 1996 was
one very busy year, as
licensed product from Kyle
Hodgett (Mouse Attack) and
Interactive Light (the Home
Run Derby batting cage) also
came onto the line.

The Buffalo company
revamped its basketball prod-
ucts as well this year, bringing
out the Street Fever and Full

Congratulations

on your success over these

past twenty years. We wish

you the very best!

your friends at:
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Congratulations
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Court Fever cages (the former
sized for street locations, the
latter for bigger places and
with a jackpot feature for
banked multiples.) Hoop
Fever followed in 1997. It
was a low- price basketball
which, unlike the others,
didn’t have moving hoops.
(ICE  also flirted with a simu-
lator when they brought forth
a deluxe water-ski console
called  Skimaxx that  required
the player to stand on a single
wide ski and traverse one of
four courses; let’s just say it
didn’t burn up the charts.)

ENTERING
THE CRANE
BUSINESS

ICE had its designers burn-
ing the midnight oil, drawing,
experimenting and finally
tooling up to begin producing
cranes in 1998. Their efforts
in this realm were appreciat-
ed: called the Plush Bus, they

brought out the industry’s first
(and at the time) only full-
metal crane. The powder coat-
ed cabinet was done up to
make a crane-shaped booth
look a bit like a bus. 

ICE went on to become
one of the world’s leading
crane manufacturers, making
them in many shapes and
sizes, like big ones (Plush
Palace), narrow ones (Grab-
N-Go), one that looks like a
flower cart (Carnival Crane)
and even round ones (Yellow
Submarine and Round Up).
The current range of crane
games includes 17 different
models.

In 1997, ICE was appoint-
ed by England’s legendary
coin pusher manufacturer
Cromptons Leisure to repre-
sent their product line in
North America; it was a rela-
tionship that would result in
ICE actually buying that com-
pany later on in early 2002.

Eighteen months later, ICE

To Ralph, Joe & all of our friends
at ICE, Congratulations on your 
20th Anniversary and
20 years of success!!

1613 Colonial Pkwy. • Inverness, IL 60067
(847) 358-8000 • Fax: (847) 358-8090

9500 W. 55TH St., McCook, IL 60525
(708) 290-2100 • Fax: (708) 290-2200

WELLS-GARDNER}
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

ICE licensed a lot of games over their 20 years, including the recent
Wheel of Fortune from Frank Warzecha (shown at right with Joe
Kaminkow and Ralph & Dan Coppola at Wrigley Field just before a
Chicago Cubs game). Warzecha is one of the world’s most avid sports
enthusiasts and a big Cubs booster.



made a deal with Spain’s
Billares Sam, S.A., becoming
the exclusive North American
distributing agent for their line
of pool and air hockey tables.
Simply called “Sam Billiards”
in our part of the world, the
company builds three sizes of
each type of table and the
arrangement has worked well
for both parties since.

MAJOR 
FORCE

As the new millennium
dawned, ICE stood out as a
major supplier of almost any-
thing the game center operator
could want, as well as a bunch
of things route owners could

use as well. Visitors
to trade shows here
and abroad got
accustomed to seeing
a wide selection of
machinery on display
at ICE’s exhibits. In
recent years, the
company has shown
six to seven new
machines at major
trade shows like
IAAPA, ASI,
AMOA and ATEI.

Consider their
present scope: they
either build or market
cranes, basketball
cages, a broad line of

ticket redemption units
(including video redemption),
regular videos, pool tables,
coin/token pushers, air hockey
tables and, lest we forget,
Super Chexx. They even flirt-
ed with an ice cream vending
machine at one time and did a
direct-merchandiser with the
licensed Pixy Prize. By year
2000, Innovative Concepts In
Entertainment had grown to
become a $20 million-plus
company!

How’s that all done? By
being as self-sufficient as pos-
sible and doing as much of the
manufacturing themselves on
their own products. For exam-
ple, ICE does its own wood-

working, board stuffing, wave
soldering, wire harnessing,
cabinet building, art graphics
and (via an arrangement
you’re about to read) metal
stamping.

With just under four dozen
machines in their active cata-
log, one would think they’d
need Grand Central Station to
house the inventory alone. But
Coppola’s philosophy is “to
build machines to sell, not to
stock.” So, many games…
especially older ones…are
built to order, but they build
them and ship them quickly
(they’re often out the door in
three days).

NEW 
PARTNERS

In 2000, an investment
firm from Canada called
Novacap came along with an
expressed interest in acquiring
a portion of this obviously
successful game company.
Simply put, they bought Jack
Willert’s position. The former
ICE partner now has his metal
company (Dimar), which is
located in the same building
as ICE that he and Coppola
still jointly own. In fact,
Dimar is a key supplier to
ICE.

About 50% of the parts
his staff punches out head
down the hall and around the
corner to ICE; the rest go to
outside manufacturers (a con-
tract with Pitney-Bowes was
in the works when RePlay vis-
ited to do the research for this
special section).

Novacap has been the part-
ner of your dreams, Coppola
will tell you. Why not?
They’ve watched the compa-
ny grow impressively in the
short time they’ve been
involved. “We have nearly
doubled business since
Novacap’s come aboard,”
Coppola advised. “These last
three years have been very
good for us all,” he added.

Former ICE partner Jack Willert isn’t hard to find: his new Dimar metal-
working company occupies a portion of the Clarence facility, so he was
right there when RePlay’s cameraman showed up. Jack is enjoying his
new vocation, but admits missing the fun of developing new games and
launching them onto the market.

Plush Bus, one of ICE’s original cranes, assembled by Jessica Dunn,
Fred Price & Dean Popielski. This item sports a metal cabinet.

The X-Factor crane is build for their Crompton’s subsidiary. Here, Ralph
Donahue drills out a podium for the control panel.



BIG REASONS
FOR CHEERING

One reason these recent
years have been good for ICE
was a special new game that
came out at the spring 2001
ASI show in Las Vegas. It
was called Wheel of Fortune
and because it looked enough
like Cyclone, yet played dif-
ferent enough from Cyclone,
it was a hit out of the box. 

Distribution immediately
got behind the game and cre-
ated the biggest new product
rollout in ICE’s history.

Wheel has been
high on the Quick
Coin chart practi-
cally since it hit the
showrooms, but
only time will tell if
it has the longevity
legs of the still-pop-
ular Cyclone.

A second reason
for celebration at
ICE in recent times
was their purchase
of a majority inter-
est in England’s
Cromptons Leisure
Machines. ICE, as
mentioned, had
been their exclusive

U.S. sales agent for some
years and was very familiar
with their line of pushers. 

But the U.K. firm, for a
variety of reasons, was in
receivership. Coppola says
ICE had the good fortune of
being able to put together a
deal for acquisition that was
approved by the receivership
trustee.

Today, the pusher-maker is
back building machines exclu-
sively at its Wilton Road
plant. Under the guidance of
managing director Paul Smith
working with Gordon
Crompton (development and
international sales), Tim
Francis (sales director) and
Hugh Norton (service coordi-
nator), the organization has
turned around and is heading
for more profitable days.

Cromptons had been a
major Elaut crane distributor-
ship, but lost that business
during its period in receiver-
ship. In an interesting turn-
about, ICE is building a cus-
tom 60” crane with European
specifications called X-Factor
which Cromptons designed
and sells in Europe.

ICE’s OWN
FUTURE

As we celebrate the aston-
ishing growth of this company
over the 20 years since it
shipped its very first Chexx
table, we see yet another full
plate of games recently
brought to market which
includes a serious video target
piece called Special Forces
Elite Training and their
newest reaction-tester in the
spirit of Cyclone and Wheel of
Fortune, a game originally
called Reactor that challenges
players to remember a random
pattern of balls and choose a
corresponding button on the
game’s control panel.

While these are obviously
for the teenage and older play-
ing crowd, ICE has never for-
gotten the rejuvenating role
played by Hungry, Hungry
Hippos. They offer a wide
variety of products for the kid-
die crowd, including the
Hammerhead and Smack ’N
Alien wackers, Mini Dunxx
basketball, the Kiddie Coaster
video ride, Wacky Ducks and
Dino Dash. It would be rare to
visit any of their expo exhibits
and not see something new for
the youngsters.

When Ralph Coppola
returned to the factory after
displaying ICE’s new goods
at the recent ASI expo, he was
stopped in the hall by a
department supervisor who
asked: “Hey, Chief, how’d we
do at the show?” Smiling
back, Coppola replied: “I
think we’re gonna be kept
busy.” 

Also getting its tweaks in R&D from one of the department’s build-out
men, Mike Yurchak, when RePlay visited was the Rhythm Nation video
where players "dance with their hands.”

R&D staffers John Callahan (left), Bonnie Jolanson, Mike Andrews, Ed
Dluzen, Marcio Vieira, Pat Birt, Mike Yurchak, Ron Bailey & John Trudeau
surround a prototype of the Reactor, then in the tweaking stage.

Wheel of Fortune games nearing completion on the line today. Orders
which still come in for Cyclone after all these years are also built by this
same manufacturing “cell.”

◆


